TravelCarma E-IMDP
A Comprehensive Inventory
Management & Distribution Platform
for DMCs & Wholesalers

Major Issues facing Wholesalers
& DMCs today
 Manually managing contracted rates and availability
for hotels, packages and other services is time
consuming

 Constant back and forth email and phone
communication with suppliers and distributors for
product availability
 Scalability issues and struggle to expand to new

markets because of lack of online distribution
capabilities
 Hassle of working with multiple tools for inventory,
bookings, accounting and client management

 Manual errors in tracking commissions and payments

How TravelCarma E-IMDP Helps
Single platform that provides DMCs and Wholesalers the ability to manage and
distribute contracted inventories across multiple online channels on both web & mobile

Key
Benefits
Streamlining
of
distribution
channels and
allocation
blocks along
with rate
management
for each
channel

Centralized
Management
of Inventory,
admin rules
and API
consumer
access

Monitoring of
all your
transactions
for big data
analysis and
top level
business
decisions

Unified API
output which
allows OTAs
and other
resellers to
integrate a
single API
providing
them live
content for
multiple
products

Solution Overview
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Monitoring of Reservations
& Cancellations

Unified Connectivity

Components

Inventory
Management

Admin
Module

Data
Exchange
Switch

Provides an interface where you can load
your inventory and control rates and
availability

Lets you define business rules,
manage distribution channels and
track bookings

Allows you to distribute your
inventory to all your B2B sales
channels through a unified API

Inventory Management
With our CRSs you can manage your contracted inventory of hotels, packages,
activities and transportation with pricing and availability. The same can be distributed
to OTAs and other channels through a unified API



Central interface to setup products, amenities, rates,
allocations, stop sell, etc under your brand name



Ability to manage content, including descriptions, upload
images, enter details of special deals/offers, setup various
policies & much more



Ability to set up inclusions, exclusions, terms and
conditions, promotions, blackout dates etc



Detailed Business Reports including product wise revenue
reports, billing reports, daily arrival reports, reservation
and cancellation reports, billing, inventory reports,

business rate reports and nationality rate reports etc.


Extranet that allows suppliers access into the inventory
system and update their inventory on their own

Admin Module
Our admin interface helps you manage all your business rules, such as markups,
commissions and promotions for effective revenue management. It also helps you keep
tabs on your distribution channels through in-depth accounting and BI reports



Ability to configure pricing rules such as markups and
commissions by various criteria such as customer class,
agent class, product, region, supplier etc



Ability to configure markup exceptions



Ability to centrally set up agents, customers and employees



Configuration of promo codes and other forms of
promotions



Facility to setup prepaid and postpaid agents separately



Management of credit limits and deposits for sub-agents



Management of local taxes and fees applicable on the
bookings



Detailed ledger reports to facilitate reconciliation



Business Intelligence reports to track bookings,
commissions, cancellations for both online and manual
bookings made offline

Data Exchange Switch
The switch provides a secure gateway through which OTAs across the globe can access
your inventory via a Unified API. It also allows them to seamlessly integrate third-party
and legacy systems



Helps you aggregate and distribute content
from multiple vendors to your agents or
resellers via a unified API that they can

integrate into their own booking engines


It is completely web services-based and
platform agnostic, so it can be connect to
diverse data sources and both web and

mobile platforms


It brings all your vendors and distribution
channels on a single platform, allowing you
to closely monitor the content being sold, its

pricing and their consumers

A Travel Technology Partner
you can trust

Contact:
India: +91 79 26872171
+91 6353919790

US:

+1 904 328 3090
+1 904 236 4868

sales@travelcarma.com
www.travelcarma.com

“TravelCarma’s B2B platform is super
flexible and has saved a lot of our team’s
time. Their quotations manager, extensive
inventory system and hotel deduplication feature helped us a lot.”
– CEO, Four Square

“The features and flexibility of the
solution along with the expert advice and
support from the TravelCarma team
allowed us to drastically improve the
efficiency of our business processes.”
- CIO, AA Travels

